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MEETINGS - SecondWednesdayeach month in Room 402,
D Block, Kelvin Grove College of Advanced
Education, at 7.30 p.m.

MEMBERSHIP FEES - (For 1985/6)

OUR AIM - "To promote, foster and
of bookbinding, graphic
arts."

practice the arts
arts and kindred

Single
Family
Country

$15.00
$22.50
$ 7.50

Membership entitles you to attend meetings
and purchase stock from the Guild, receive
the Newsletter and participate in workshops
etc.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

"The Queensland Bookbi nders' Gu i ld receives
financial assistance from the Queensland
Government Directorate of Cultural Activ-
ities."

IlssN o725-o711
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rroo 19, l'{ay 1985

- rgs
gold leaf tooling - Arnold (Ctrips)

paper conserrration and repair -July 1l

August 19

September

October 21

Novenber

Decenber

Demonstration of
Strange
Demonstration of
Tanara Lavrensic

15

Demonstration of headband sewing - June McNicoI

More 18th and 19th century publ-ishers bindings -
Arthur Chick
Demonstration of single section bindings - Bill
Ilorton
Group denonstration of oi1 marbling
Christinas party

18

16
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Hhen I became President I said that I was looking forward
to a most exciting year for the Guild. It certainly has been just
that, and for those menbers who availed themselves of the

opportunities offered, it has been most rewarding.
The first major event v*as the R.N.A. Show, which for the first

time incl-uded a Bookbinding Section. This was fairly well supported

and should grow j.n time to come. The Guild of course gives
financial support to this particular craft, and members of the Guildt
although not taking out the first prize, acquitted thensel-ves weI1.

At about the same time, we had the Contenporary Designer
Bookbindersr E:<hibition which was well exhibited at the City Ha11

Library and attracted a very good public resporlse. l,le did have some

worries about the venu.e, but it was successful, and despite the
difficulty of buying catalogues, they all sold out. It was the
first opportunity many of us had to see the standards of workmanship

and artistry possessed by many of the top bookbinders of Europe.

It reall)r rras a solendid exhibition and must have opened the eyes of
many of the general public and r.ridened the vistas of bookbinders.

We also had in August the visit of Maureen Duke frorn Englandl
who gave tvro worl<shops and a lecture. llaureen Duke proved to be

an exeellent teacher and her visit was quite well supported by Guild

tlune 17
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members. Under her guidance sone of our members bound. in leather
for the first time.

Warana, as usua1, showed us off to the public, and as we had

to discontinue the making of little books on siter we corcentrated
on abtive d,emonstrations of the various stages of bookbinding.
We also printed the usual bookmarks and sold hand-made papers,
note-books etc. We reaIly felt that this venue, vrhich apart froo
giving us good pub3.ic exposure makes money for the Guild, does

warrant mcire assistance from our .members. Please think about this
for 1985. 

,

In November, the first National Conference of Bookbinders was

held in Canberra. f have r:reported on this in the February Newsletter
and it suffices to say that it was ne11 supported by our members

and bookbinders throughout Australia, as well it might have been,

with people of the ca.libre of Edgar l.lansfieId, Hugo Pe11er, Tony

Cains and Siin Evrard being prepared to pass on their knowledge. It
realIy was a marvellous weekend.

fn December, Hugo Peller came to Brisbane and held two

workshops and a lecture. These were enjoyed by our members and others
who took advantage of the opportunity of learning from this
brilliant craftsman.

fina11y, a pupil of liugo Pe1ler, Brigitta Elmer, visited
Brisbane at the end of March and conducted a one-day workshop.

June llcNicol has carried on the responsibility of the two

bookbinding courses we conduct each year, and I woul-d like to thank
her for her tremendous efforts not only in this activity, but also
in her role as secretary.

f thaak also the other nembers of the committee, all of whom

have had plenty to do in our busiest year to date. f also would

hope that those who have worked hard for a number of years and now

wish to resign from the committee can be replaced this evening by

others. I commend this thought to you. 
.

Final1y, I thank you for the opportunity of serving as your

President for the iast Jrear.
Noel Burnett

g3r3 1Arg19
The Baptist Theological College Libraryr Gold Creek Roadr'

Kenmore is looking for someone to repair iO-15 essential books,

materials paid for. Please contact l'{r'" Nickersonr ph. 174 1510.

I.IE}.IBERS ARE REI,IINDED THAT ANI.{UAL SUBSCRIFTIO}{S ARE NOh' DUE FOR 1985
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Demonstration of sewing by Anthon Cains DubIin

First llational Conference of Craft Bookbin.ders - Australia
9-11 Nov 1984

Sunday -

. $orks primarily on conservation and rebinding of old/tate books

and uses traditional sewing method.s onJ.y.

. prefers unbacked books - or limited backing - does not Like damaging

paper in any way - dislikes hammering the spine.
. does not use sunken cord sewing.

. does not glue spines other than a very thin coating of reversible
glue/paste. Paste is sponged off after applicatioa - difficult to
see the paste on hj.s rgluedf spines.
. Llhile spine is stil-l damp from paste, will set round by hand - to
natural shape - whatever book will take. ff it nonrt take a round

naturally, then it will be flat backed.

. Al1 spine linings are pasted before application - spine
not glued/pasted..
. Yhen resewing, avoids naking new hoIes.
. considers tapes weak compared r*ith cords as they do not
spine, but will mix tapes and cords to fit in with existing
holes - will also mix tape sizes to suit.
. makes own cords using several thicknesses of sering thread. With
a sire hook in a hand dri1I1 the threads are twisted into a cord -
the direction of rotation selected to suit the 1ay or twist in tbe

threads. A wipe with a thin paste helps to retain the made cord. in
shape. Size and number of cords are varied to suit application.
o oses very strong aero linen for spine liaing.
r prefers back beaded. head bands - considers thern stronger.
. boards are shaped into the joint or swe11, i.e. the under side is
sand.ed to fit.
. backing material - edges teased out to give soft effect.
. made end papers can be tipped at bottom and foredge - makes then

more flexible and ayoids a thick end paper, howevel sometimes a

ripple uill- occur in one of the sheets.
o corlsiders double flexible sewing.the strongest.
. Kettle stitches mad.e 1cm from head and tail.
. ' from the thircl section onward.s the kettle sti.tch is taken down

2 sections (not 1) to give additional reinforcing,
o use saw cut, finer than needler/thread to be used, for marking sewing

holes

itself is

support
sexing
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. uses a pine tood tdeck,

in pJ-ace and al1bw room to
clanped on sewing frame
nork on bottos secticn.

base to hold cords

r*s.*o
lbi e<4,e,,t

Fw"l .a

. Rol1ed newspaper can be stuffed into sewing frame slots to keep
cords in position against foredge of sewing frame. 

.

. Cords must be tight - in demonstration, Tony had cords tight enough
to play a tune - the heavy tie bar was bowedt To get all cords taut
without a 1ot of fiddling he prefers the German frame that has
individual tensioning screlrs on each.cord.
'. Donrt hamner sections d.own as se,*ing proceeds. Tony haC a heavy,
rectangdlar tapered stick (used also for forning spine bands). This
wis pushed betweea the cords in turn, held down very firnly on the
sections and then pushed dorrn firmly on the overhanging end.

?re* Acsa fr?".V Hol/ otogn (i*^4.

a* Q c <tz a 7 6lz. (tty.,.d
,h ctott f=rtro.)

Pnarrt h, .[ spces.

Covl! r

€e*o5 (rt*e, aLeel<

. U6e slightly bluat needle for tape sewing - less tendency to
catch into tape.
. A light at the back of the work shining through raised pages helps
in sewing - avoids the neeC to look over the back to locate holes.
. On cords, rpackedr sewing, i.e. looping thread around cords to
thickness of section, helps keep spine straight - stops it going
co';lcave.

. If sewing rtwo upr use l-inked stitching, i.e. looping back

through previous sec+-ion sewing.

. However, linkeC stj.tching can cause a spine to becone concaveo

On the one example, Tony denonstrateC sewing on taper single
and double raised cords by traditional methods.

Reported by Bill- Horton

HIIHUUUgTHIIE
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l,'to,reaLlg "leolr."
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HOW

9I slIg
PERFECT LEATIIER IABELS

As the 1abe1 on the spine of a book is the focus of attention,
,l

it is important to get it as perfect as possible, i"hin and even, witb
the lettering horizontal and well spaced and sitting accurately
between the raised band.s, if used. Here are a fe'r hints on how to
do it without spending hours meticulously measuting it up with
d.ividers.

. The l-eather should be as thin as possible and even skiver is too
thick for direct application and must be pared. Now the Guild owns a

paring machine, there i" p reason why you cannot pare the leather
to an even, paper thickness. fn this condition, it can be easily
stretched and torn, so mount it on a piece of thin, strong Japanese

repair paper, or.typing paper using PVA and nip firmly until dry.
The reinforcing paper then prevents moisture from the next glue
application penetrating the leather where it may loosen the gold
lettering, and also keeps the leather rigid whilst the edges are

subsequently pared.

Carry out the gold lettering in the usual way, using gold leaf
with either B.S. glaire or eg,g glaire or gold foi1. The lettering
can be done using either the hand. chase or the blocking press. If
using go1-d 1eaf, b1ind. the letters in first. It gives a much better
resul-t, especially if you use brass letters. Real experts do the

lettering with handle letters after the 1abel has been stuek on the

book, but this requires great confidence (and ability).

Next, take a piece of stiff clear plastic, as used in shirt
boxes and cut a piece exactly the required size of the 1abe1. This
is easy to do as you can keep putting it on the spine and trimming
it a bit until it is exact. This is the labe1 template. Make sure
that when the boards are open, the labe1 r.riIl- stop short of the hinge.

Put the template over the blocked leather and move it around
until the title lines are para)-Iel to the top and botton, spaced

equally between the sides and pIaced so that there is a slightly
larger gap at the bottom than at the top, then cut round the template
with a scalpel.

EAI
TO I'IAKE

Pare the edges of the 1abe1

Nothing looks worse than a thick
label should blend imperceptibly

vrith a scalpel to a feathered edge.

edge along the hinge area.. The

into the spine l-eather.
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Roughen the surface of the spine leather in the ]abel area
with a knife, particularJ-y if it is a smooth reather such as calf
aad glue the labe1 on usi.ng PVA/paste nixture. Rub dovrn unrier paper,
paying particuLar attention to the edges, anC leavelto dry.

N.B. Before glueing it on, nake sure that the spelling is
correct, the label- is right way up and the book is not upside
down. All these things can and have happened.

June McNicol-

IAggSIl!g
Please note that the new Purchasing officer is Kevin cooper,

ll llearns St, Fairfield, 41O3, ph. 441745. As he ,rrorks variable
s,hiftst he wi3-1 qnly be hoae on Thursday and Friday to sell- stock
and r:eceive orders. Mernbers wanting materials at the meetings
should order it from Kevin during the previous week. Howard Prior
wiLL sel-l- end-papers and boards at the meetings.

Due to devaluation of the dollarr new supplies of cloth wil-1 be

nore expensive but we hope to include a new price list in the next
newsletter.

9tIr9g g!13r31 rel 1292
At the AGM on 1!th April 198r, the follovring members were

el-ected as office bearers. A fu1l listingr with addresses, al-so

appears on the insi de track cover.
President Noel Burnett
Vice president Bil-l- Horton

Hon. Secretary June McNicol-

Hon. ?reasurer RoY Johnston

Asst. Hon. SecretarY JudY Shelton

Purchasing Officers Kevin CooPer

Horrard, Prior
Ne',rsletter: Editor Carolyn Willadsen

Asst. Editor LesIeY Uilliarns
Conmittee Member Ken BishoP

Mentbership'Convenor FaY Dean

Programme Conv.enor Ken BishoP

Hospitality Convenor Shirlel' l'icNeilI
Librarian Howard Prior
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ton, Canberra, Nov '84

S{in described how many French bindings with r-:.'gid. spines do

not open well but oId English bindings with flat backs open quite
well - andr. with this in raind, she developed an unbacked but
rounded bindi.ng to which the boards could be added at a final stage.
Boardsr or separate covers, could be worked (replaced if necessary)
and decorated, and. when finalised could then be ad.ded to the book.
This technique is applicable only to smaller books. ft would not
be suitable for a heavily used book, reference bookl etc.

Soe.rr -.trrcrel to tow*ol ,C sf,^e
nlv+eA rn ylac.e.

sPr',e teal!.er - holto- ba'ok"

Sewing

The d.emonstration book was prepared with dbuble white end

papers front and. rear.
. The book block is marked, clamped and sewing holes lightly
sawn i.n. Tapes are not used and only four sewing holes'are
necessary - the kettle stitch holes close to head and tai1, and two

close to the centre of the sections. The aim is to get a maxiroum

length of thread. into the centre of each section as this wil-1 give
a loore uniform spine width.

Two needles and two

threads are used each

working upwards in its
own half, kettle
stitching into the
previous sections at

the end of each half section.
. finish off with double kettle stiteh.
. Joins in thread (with weaverts knot) should not be made in
last two sections, so cut thread off ear1y, if necessary, and join.
. Sewing thread should have been selected that would give a

final swe1l of 1L -l\ of foredge thickness. Thin thread for thin
sections, thick thread for thick sections.
. Sections should be squared off as added, by the head and spine.
A small metal square with a base on one edge is ideal for this.
. Do not tighten thread at kettle stitch, otherwise spine width
nilll- become uneven - tighten before tying ke.ttle stitch.
. Running a fine bone folder between sections and rwiggringr kettle

NsrEs rEoM A ggM9Lg.qBA!.
gy,EAR g r s gLg3,!lr.LE! r.L

compiled by Bill Hor
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stiiches to an even tension will help to square spine off.
. Putting a steel rule in the centre of an uneven section and

jogging to spine wilL usually bring it back in iine.
. .. Jogging to the spine when there is a weaverrs knot on the
edge of a section will- push that section out of line.

ljcine glueilfi
Book is jogged scluare, held between waste boards and placed

over the edge of tbe bench, PVA .applied to spine and the spine
rubbed, lengthways, with a rourided (metal) edge to flatten off
sewing, knots, etc. l"lore PVA is applied, the book ihen picked up,

the spine placed. oa waste paper to remove surplus glue and the
book put aside to dry.

Particular attention must be paid to checking squareness of
head and spine, and symmetry of swe1I in relation +,o body of book.

l{hiIe the spine is drying, the spine leather car be prepared..

Rounding

. When the glued spine is dryt it should be rounded.

square hammer is very suitable if used on its side.
.71 fr'tt

A sma11

. Check level of end papers across edge of book.

. Sandpaper spine lightly - it should be smooth anC even.
Edge preparation

If 'required, the head can be treateC.
. Clamp book between heavy bcards in press (preierably white to
stop coloured dust getting into edge of bcok).
. Using several grades of sandpaper, sand edge smooth (as for
gilding). Avoid rounding surface along length.
. White beeswax can be applied with a colourless leather over
finger, polish with wool and burnish with a toolr (The edge can

blackened with graphite. or gilded with gold foiI, but these
processes are not described here. ).

. After polishing the edge can be marked sith a pointed tool to
any desired pattern.
Head band

,//z
jt

A sirnple leather head band

Col-oured leather vras parei,

A thread core was selecteC;
Paste leather, place thread

Sqt*Qaec
o{ har-r^etrrnj,

rras then made and fitted.
to iess ihan ?,, ^r.
in this case, thin sewing thread.

, fold leather and shape.

a

be

{.f,,
--_=._r

-=_:-
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... PVA end of spine, place head bandr pul1 thread ends to make

sure head band does not project backwards over spine. - -S
. Trim head band roughly while wet, final-Iy when d.ry. 

til
. Repeat for other end of spine. I

. llhen dry, pare stuck-down section of head band. edge to nothing.
Spine leather
. For a sma11 bookr use leather'lo-*/omm thickness, thicker for
a larger book.

. A piece 2cm Ionger than the book spine and 2cm wider than the

spine should be usedl i.e. 1cm overlap all round. Mark and cut
leather out from the hair side.
. Pare all around to a width of 1cm, particularly at head and tail
for the turn-ins, the d.ouble turned in thickness should not be

greater than the uapared leather thickness if the turn-in is not to
'bu1ge out.
Hol1ow back
' A manilla lining is required to make a holIow back - for a sma1I

book, manilla about 3r{r^ thick is used..

. Measure spine I widthr with a strip of paper wrapped around. spine.
Mark off at top of first and last sections.
. Length will be overalL iread baads - length of spine + squares
(i.e. board overhang.)
. Pare edges of manilla lining to give a tapered edge. A narrow
blade vith a double-edged pointed end is useful for this type of
vrork, but a scalpel can also be used.

. Dampen the lining to make it p1iab1e.

. Paste spine leather, position manilla lining piece, firm down,

turn in leather at head and tai1.
. Lettering and d.ecoration should be added at this stage.
. Cut board end papers 5 to 5mm shorter than book all round.
. Apply PVA on spine leather edge'on1y - not on manilla spine piece.
Remove (or d.o not apply) gl-ue from top and bottom edges, to coincide
with cutaway end papers.

. With book held in pressr apply leather to book spine and work

down oe to end papers, cover with soft white paper and work down

rrith bone folder, to even out glue etc.
. Place under board with light weight to dry.

. Boards

The boards are covered separately.
. Square one corner of board material, place one edge to spine of
book, a11ow for covering material thickness, mark and cut to size.

22?



Leagth wouLd be book + head bands leather overlap.
. fhin spine edge, iirstly by paring and then by sanding. This

'edge must be thinned. down and corne to a smoothly rounded pointed.

edge, so that it will be a continuation of the spi; e rounding.

. Round other edges by sanding (after paring, if required.).

. Fored.ge corners can be reinforced with very thin leather if
required. Put on reverse side of boards, as only the tip will be

allowed to shovr under the final paper cover material. When dryt the

leather corners should be pared back to nothing nhere they will be

covered. up.

. Cut (paper) cover material all-owing turn-in all roundr for each

board.
. Place board in position, and if leather corners Here .fittedr trim
off foredge corners at 45o so that leather corner tips will just show.

. G1ue,/paste board, place paper in positionr rub down.

. Cut spine corners off at 45o leaving 1mm to board corner.

. l,lake turn-ins, repastingr/gluing as necessary all round.

. Trim turn-ins evenly - if fill- in sheet i s to be fitted.

. Measure/mark off fill-in sheet, glue/paste and'instaLl.
(A[ovr for stretch across grain of paper.)

. Boards can be titled/decorated as required. If aot satisfactory,
nake new boards and try againt

Fittine boards to book

. Prepare press - two stacks of clean paper about 'lcm thick each

make soft pressing boards that will conform to the curve of the

boards

. Pare spine leather along edges - using a stiff card under the

encl paper. Sand snrooth and 1eve1 as necessary.

. Apply PVA to one end paper (previously trj.rnmed on J edges) but

not on leather. PVA to board on spine edge only.

. Position board on end paper feeling spine edge with fingers to

get a 6ood srnooih fit. Firm down.

. Press for ! min in press with spine band under centre of press.

. Repeat for other board.

. A second (coloured) end paper can be added. Fol-d coloured

shedt (a1ong grain) that has been cut a Ii'"tle larger than final size.
. Paste/g1ue second white end paper on board side. (N.B- Book was

originally r":ade with double white end papers.)

. Paster/g1ub one e,lge of foldeC coloured end paper, the folded

edge, and posi-tion in book board. side of second end paper.
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. Place thin hard card.s on each sid.e of pasted end papers - nip
in press for 20. eeconds

t.. Let dry wi.th nhite naste papers each side of pasted papers to
soak.up moisture.
. With thin metal plate in book and cutting ru1er, trim coloured
end paper so that it will not be visible on board when book is
closed - but covers end paper al.reaCy glued to board. - a1low for
stretch when damp with gIue. (tiris can be checked by neasuring a
waste strip before and after gluing.)
. PVA colotrred end. papers, fold down, nip in press. Do not open

after nipping. Leave to dry 4 hours before opening.
. Boards nay be pressed individually laterr on a stack of boards,
with the book hanging out of the press.

ETT.].T!.I.8 R:I'A' EI g IBITI9N

Closing date for the Bookbinding section of the R.N.A. show

is 2!th May" Entry forms and schedules ma.y be obtained from the
Exhibition Grounds, or the Hon. Sec. Last Jrearts entries were an

excellent beginning and we would like to see even more this yearo

A good display means that thousands of visitors realise that
bookbinding is an i4teresting and attractive activity.

Competitors submitting books should note that
thla year the text should be wrapped with a band of
clear plastic about 16n wide so that the book can be

displayed showing both boards. This gives more scope

for fu11 cover design and end. paper treatmento

NEW MEMgs3S.
Mr. Kevin Byrne, ,1 Phillip St, Toowoomba, 4350 ph. (oZ6) 32\415
!1r. Earry Fulford | 116 Dewar Tce, Corinda , 4O?5 ph. 3?9 4452
Mr. Jim Haig, 1/ Bingara St, Cannon Hil.l-, 4t7O ph.. j95 fi26
Mrs. Beverley Kerr, P.O. Box 22), Beaudesertr 4ZS5. ph. 4t 2815

993 3E9gr
eight copies of a

book for blind children from )-8 years, titled rThe Rainbow

Serpentr. Other craft groups are participating - potters, spinners,
embroiderers, bark artists, etc. in making about 12 smaIl- pagest

accompanied by braille text which will have to be bound. in an

appropriate manner - probably photo alburn sty1e. Anyone who is
interested in participating in this novel worthr*hile scheme can

contact the Hon. Sec.

I

ar IIggSgggIlg 93
The CCQ is sponsoring the making of

g

tactile I
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Balance 1.4.84 srrz.qo , cranta - Dept. of Arts-
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Carolyn Willadsen,
7 Stralock St,
Chapel Hil1, 4o5t

Lesley i.Iilliams t
Jl Armadale St,
St. Luciar 4O6?

Ken Bishop,
110 Victor St,
Eolland Fark | 4121

Fay Dean,
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Bill Horton, 7?8 3055
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ASST. EDITOR
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PROGRAMI'IE CONVENOR
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